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Commercial bus and truck carriers based in Alberta are

extremely diverse in their operations and business models.

However, all registered vehicles on public roadways have

some basic requirements for what documents must be able to

be produced to a peace officer upon request.

Background

A summary of electronic versus paper storage and document best practices

 

But, some documents must be able to be produced to a peace officer in their original, paper-based format. This

bulletin will list what mandatory in-cab documents can be presented to an officer electronically and what must

still be kept in a paper-based format when stopped by an Albertan peace officer. We will also present some

other considerations related to documentation and best practices for carriers.

With the increase in the use of electronic devices like

smartphones, tablets, and computers for drivers’ non-driving

tasks, some carriers have started to maximize their use of

electronic file storage for documentation that has

traditionally been kept in vehicle cabs in paper form. For

some documents like hours-of-service records, it’s become

mandatory for some carriers to use electronic logging devices

(ELDs) which naturally produce electronic records; it seems

natural to some to move all their files to an electronic format

for ease of upkeep.

At the time of this bulletin’s writing, Alberta offers considerable flexibility in producing mandatory records to

peace officers. The current rules for what can and cannot be produced electronically are listed in this section

[1].

Current Rules for Alberta

As of October 2021, Alberta allows the following to be produced electronically to a peace officer:

Hours of service records (logbooks)

Trip inspections

Proof of insurance

Vehicle registration

International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) registration

Pro-rate cab cards
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If a carrier chooses to store one or more of the above items digitally, the documentation must be accessible by

computer, tablet, smartphone, or another electronic device in each vehicle. It must also remain accessible even

when access to wireless service is interrupted.

The previous section was focused only on Alberta’s requirements for in-cab documentation. Furthermore, it

only addressed minimum documentation requirements. Carriers that have specialized operations will have

additional requirements they need to follow; they must also follow the rules in each jurisdiction of operation,

so when in doubt, contact commercial vehicle enforcement officers in those areas for guidance since this

bulletin is for Alberta enforcement.

For example, carriers that transport dangerous goods must follow the rules set forth by the Transportation of

Dangerous Goods Act and applicable regulations [3]. There are in-cab document requirements that must be

met which the above section did not address [4].

Additional Considerations

In the case of in-cab paperwork, the best practice is to 1) ensure you are compliant with the above lists, and 2)

have a robust way of producing records. By “robust”, we mean ensuring that the above criteria for accessing

documents electronically can be met with or without cellular, Wi-Fi, or other wireless communication access

and that paper-based records are stored safely, securely, and away from moisture and sources of abuse.

As of October 2021, Alberta requires the following to be produced in their original paper-based format:

Safety Fitness Certificates

Commercial Vehicle Inspection Program documents (CVIPs)

As an aside, the public may access Alberta peace officer bulletins. The bulletins in this link are intended for

peace officers and are not specific to commercial vehicle enforcement [2].

Permits are another type of paperwork that may or may not be permitted to be produced electronically. For

example, a carrier may hold an annual extended length permit for Montana that applies only to when they are

operating in the State. The relevant authorities in the State of Montana would need to be contacted for the

requirements for how the permit must be stored and made available for enforcement.

Suggestions and Best Practices

Documents that are stored on a cloud-based system will require an internet connection. To increase the

reliability of such a system, the carrier should ensure that the devices in use by its drivers are able to store all

necessary documents in the device’s memory so a disruption in internet service does not prohibit access to the

files. Many storage systems allow for device-based storage with a cloud backup.

https://open.alberta.ca/publications/bulletin-peace-officer-program#summary
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Except for hours-of-service records, jurisdictions tend to favour paper-based documents. What this means is

even though electronic storage is an option for some documents, paper remains a safe bet. A best practice –

especially for carriers that routinely operate under trip permits – is to equip trucks with printers that can

produce paper copies of electronic forms. Such a setup ensures the vehicle and driver are covered for different

situations.

AMTA can provide carriers with one-on-one guidance on the information presented in this bulletin. If you

have any questions, please contact AMTA and our experienced staff will be happy to help. For your safety and

compliance questions, please email Workplace Support Services (WSS) directly at wss@amta.ca.

Need Help? Contact AMTA
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Finally, if a carrier’s vehicle is stopped and the driver is unable to produce a document for a peace officer, the

carrier/driver may ask the officer if they will give them some time to have the record sent via email or through

another method. Law enforcement is reasonable and may be willing to provide some time and/or

accommodations if they believe the carrier and driver are operating with good intentions.
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